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Solar Collection in the Agriculture Reserve 

For:  January 26, 2021 
To:  Montgomery County Council 
In re:  ZTA 20-01 
 
The League of Women Voters of Montgomery County (LWVMC) firmly supports efforts to protect the 
Agricultural Reserve’s unique and vital contributions to local food production, clean water and carbon 
sequestration. Therefore, the League strongly advises that the county give priority attention to them as 
it takes up ZTA 20-01. LWVMC requests that any solar collection proposal be processed as Conditional Use 
NOT Permitted Use. 

In addition, LWVMC supports eliminating land with class 2 soil from possible solar field locations. We 
believe that a preliminary review by the Office of Agriculture would provide a meaningful evaluation of 
the impact of a proposed collection field upon the Agricultural Reserve.   

We support pilot programs to that effect:  
 One that determines the feasibility of combining solar production and agriculture via agrivoltaic 

production, as suggested by the County Executive, to clearly identify problems and benefits in this area.   

 One that demonstrates the value as well as the problems associated with an increase from 120% to 

200% accessory use of solar collection by a farmer—including exploration of available federal support. 

The county should explore the benefits as well as the hazards associated with new approaches to 
climate action that have been made available through rapid advances in technology.   

 At the fourth ZTA workgroup meeting the County Executive referred to two such options the county is 

currently investigating.   

 All pros and cons of these and other emerging technologies should be considered before fragmenting 

the Agricultural Reserve—with its many benefits—by permitting commercial solar collection fields.  

 

Finally, the League agrees that decommissioning of solar fields should be addressed so that the land can be 

quickly returned to agricultural production if solar collection ceases on the land.  

 

Diane Hibino and Kathy McGuire, co-presidents 
Margaret Chasson, chair, agricultural committee 
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